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Abstract
of
TEXT MINING ON AMAZON REVIEWS TO EXTRACT FEATURE BASED FEEDBACK

by
Sinduja Balasubramanian

Analyzing the feedback on a product or a service helps to improve the quality of
the product or service. That way, reviews from online shopping sites (such as Amazon)
not only help a consumer to buy a product but also can help a manufacturer or seller to
know the pros and cons of their product. Amazon star ratings alone is not enough for
this. One should go through the text reviews to know specifically which feature of the
product is lacking customer satisfaction.
But a product may have thousands of reviews and it’s hard for a person to go
through all the reviews. Hence, we need a system which can give a statistical report on
the number of reviewers not satisfied with a specific feature of a product. This project
enables the user to view feature based review for a selected category of Amazon
products. For a particular product the percentage of dissatisfied reviewers for each
major feature of the product can be viewed.
The dataset which includes product details and customer reviews for each
product are collected from Amazon.com. The implementation of this system is achieved
by using MongoDB and R. The statistical results that are generated by the system are
visualized with the help of Tableau software. The Amazon reviews undergo Natural
Language Processing and text mining to identify major features of the product. Then a
v

deep sentiment analysis is made to identify the polarity (positive or negative) of each
review.
This project can be further developed to a user interactive web or mobile
application where user can choose categories and products and have better visualization
of results. Implementation required integrating both data mining and artificial
intelligence techniques.
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_______________________
Date
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
When a person thinks of buying a product, his or her next immediate action would
be to search for the product on the internet. Internet gives him/her a lot of choices based
on brand, price, model, features, colors, quality, rating, discounts and many more.
Introduction of new products, new fashion, new model, new brand, new business, new
technology, new services, new marketing strategies happen daily. These may leave a
consumer perplexed and confused when having to make a choice.
When it’s tough to make a choice, we tend to get the feedback from the people
who have already bought and used those products. Customers register their review on
online shopping sites.
Amazon is the 1st site in the list of the top 10 online shopping sites [1]. Amazon
gives overall rating for each product based on all ratings from the reviewers of the
product. But from that overall rating a person cannot necessarily conclude on quality of
all the features of the product.
Let’s consider a scenario where I want to buy an anti-dandruff shampoo. When
searching for one in Amazon.com, I came across a few products within my budget with
ratings ranging from 3.5 to 4. When I went through the text of the reviews, I understood
that most of the customers were not happy with the fragrance of the shampoo but the
quality of the product was excellent. As per my personal choice, I was ready to
compromise on the fragrance as long the antidandruff shampoo does its purpose staying
within my budget. In another instance, I noticed that most of the customers gave lesser
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rating because of bad packaging for a product. In such cases the rating is not reliable to
decide on the quality of the product.
In another scenario, the manufacturer or seller of the product may want to
improve the quality of his/her product. Getting feedback on major features of the product
will help the manufacturer or seller to improve the quality and marketing of the product.
The ultimate solution for these problems is to read through the text reviews to know
specifically which feature of the product is lacking customer satisfaction. But a product
may have thousands of reviews which would make this task tedious. So, we need a
system to do that for us. The paper published by L.Jack and Y.D. Tsai describes a case
study on text mining of Amazon reviews [2]

1.2 Proposed Solution
If the user can get a breakup of reviews for each feature of the product, the quality
of the product can be better assessed. The manufacturer or seller of the product can also
benefit from such feature based reviews. A manufacturer or seller can improvise their
product by fixing the features which lack customer satisfaction. This project mines
through the review texts for each product and generates a statistical report on number of
dissatisfied customers for each feature. The generated statistical report is visualized with
the help of Tableau software for better understanding of the results.
This project created a prototype to demonstrate that text reviews can be mined
through and extract feature-based feedback for any product. Text reviews from any
online shopping website like eBay, Target or Walmart can be used in this system with
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minor changes in the implementation part. For implementation of such system I have
used Amazon reviews and products data as the dataset. As Amazon has a wide range of
products, I chose Musical Instruments category for illustrations in this report. The
Musical Instruments category dataset consists of 84901 products and 500176 reviews.
Natural Language Processing and text mining techniques are used to identify major
features of the product. Then Opinion mining is performed to identify the polarity
(positive or negative) of each review.
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2. TECHNOLOGY STACK

2.1 Data Source
Description:
This dataset is a collection of metadata of products and reviews on those products.
The dataset consists of 142.8 million reviews and time span is from May 1996 to July
2014. It was collected in 2015 for research purpose [3] by Prof. Julian McAuley,
University of California, San Diego [4].
The data is collected in JSON formatted files. Two types of datasets are needed
for the illustration. One is a metadata file which has the information about the products,
and the other one is a reviews file which has all the reviews and related data.

2.2 JSON
JavaScript Object Notation is an open-standard lightweight data-interchange
format. It is a language independent text format. JSON is a collection of name/value pairs
wherein values are in an ordered list. The language independency and the structure of
JSON data makes it a feasible format for interchange of big text data
A simple example to understand the JSON format is given below.

{"name":"Sinduja",
"age":30,
"city":"Sacramento"}
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The metadata file for Amazon Musical Instruments products has 84901documents. A
sample JSON document in metadata file is shown below.

{'asin': 'B0002F7K7Y',
'related': {'also_bought': ['B000OR2RNM', 'B0002E1G5C', 'B000EENCQQ',
'B0002D0CEO', 'B000EEHDM0', 'B00075XAZU', 'B001PGXHXA', 'B0002E1H9W',
'B0002OOMU8', 'B00IZCSX9U', 'B000UJCTVE', 'B0013N3VWM', 'B00157JJCC',
'B0055V7UR0', 'B0002M6CVC', 'B000068NW5', 'B0002D0E92', 'B0002CZVXM',
'B000788VPG', 'B0009G1E0K', 'B0002H03YY', 'B002AQNGIU', 'B001677QO4',
'B002HFIEQI', 'B0002LI5R2', 'B0018TIADQ', 'B0002D02S0', 'B0002D0CH6',
'B003B01QSG', 'B0002OOMW6', 'B000P5LVSK', 'B00BL6IYW8', 'B0002E2GMY',
'B003DVGVIS', 'B001PGXKC8', 'B000EEL6J6', 'B0002E3CJ0', 'B005PNXT6E',
'B00DSSOVJW', 'B00BL6JDUA', 'B0009FC93M', 'B005OSFUZI', 'B0002D0CLC',
'B00646MZHK', 'B00B5LDMH6', 'B0018R6AGM', 'B0002E3CK4', 'B000UJFR4A',
'B0002LI5V8', 'B0002E2G2E', 'B005XOE7OI', 'B0002IHFVM', 'B006MPUTBC',
'B0002GW3Y8', 'B003HGFRO8', 'B000EEK4VM', 'B0002D0CA8', 'B001PGXII4',
'B0002GJEN6', 'B000P5LVT4', 'B004XNK7AI', 'B003AYNHGW', 'B0007XWUQ2',
'B0002E2S90', 'B0039HBNMA', 'B0037MC786', 'B00HTUAX1K', 'B0002D0CQC',
'B0002M6B2M', 'B0002D0CAI', 'B002IJK0H4', 'B00D6PTMB4', 'B008BPI2OW',
'B000960KNW', 'B005MR6IHK', 'B0099DMFK2', 'B0002E3CN6', 'B0002CZST4',
'B001PGXJ5G', 'B0002GJ6FC', 'B00IFHCOUO', 'B0002E1J5E', 'B0002M6CW6',
'B00E9SXJH0', 'B0002D0CIU', 'B0002GZM00', 'B003B0CCW0', 'B0002F7IIK',
'B0002D0CGW', 'B0002PBS68', 'B0002CZZGA', 'B0002H0JZC', 'B0002E2FPW',
'B005FKF1PY', 'B006WPGZAG', 'B0002GYW4C', 'B0015RIN6U', 'B00170GDPS',
'B000EELB8W'], 'bought_together': ['B000OR2RNM', 'B0002E1G5C'],
'buy_after_viewing': ['B000OR2RNM', 'B0002E1G5C', 'B0002M6CVC',
'B000EEL5X8']}, 'title': "D'Addario EXL110 Nickel Wound Electric Guitar
Strings, Regular Light, 10-46", 'price': 1.96,
'salesRank': {'Musical Instruments': 975},
'imUrl': 'http://ecx.imagesamazon.com/images/I/51PD3Rj5jVL._SY300_.jpg',
'brand': 'D&#39;Addario',
'categories': [['Musical Instruments', 'Instrument Accessories',
'Guitar & Bass Accessories', 'Strings', 'Electric Guitar Strings']],
'description': ''}
Figure 1: Sample JSON document

The fields of the sample document in figure 1 are explained below.
asin - product ID
title - product title
price - price in US dollars
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imUrl - url of image of the product
related - related products (information like also bought, bought together, also
viewed, buy after viewing)
salesRank - sales rank
brand - brand title
categories - list of categories under which the product is listed by Amazon
description – a brief description on the product.

The reviews collection has 500176 documents. A sample JSON document from
reviews file is shown below.
{"reviewerID": "ALRL3B2J8YW4N",
"asin": "B0002F7K7Y",
"reviewerName": "Abner39",
"helpful": [0, 0],
"reviewText": "Good Quality and good price. I would
recommend these guitar strings to anyone for electric
guitar use. They worked well for me.",
"overall": 5.0,
"summary": "Good quality.",
"unixReviewTime": 1403913600,
"reviewTime": "06 28, 2014"}

The fields of the sample document in reviews file are explained below.
reviewerID - reviewer ID
asin - product ID
reviewerName - reviewer name
helpful - rating of the review’s helpfulness
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reviewText - text of the review
overall - rating given by the reviewer
summary - summary of the review
unixReviewTime - review time (unix time)
reviewTime - review time (raw)

2.3 Sublime Text Editor
It is a cross-platform source code editor that comes with a Python application
programming interface (API) [5]. In this project Sublime Text editor is used for data
cleaning and pre-processing. The advantage of this editor is, it can read big data with
high performance. The UI of Sublime Text Editor is shown in figure 2.

Figure 2. Screen shot of Sublime Text editor
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2.4 MongoDB
MongoDB (from humongous) is an open-source NoSQL document-oriented
database program. “MongoDB is developed by MongoDB Inc., and is published under a
combination of the GNU Affero General Public License and the Apache License” [6].
MongoDb supports field and range queries, regular expression search, indexing,
replication, sharding, aggregation, limiting, user defined JavaScript functions, file storage
and more. Aggregation pipelining is used extensively in this project.
The advantage of using MongoDB for this project is that it uses JSON-like
documents with schemas and document-based query language. Storing and accessing big
data is easy and fast with MongoDB. The download and installation of MongoDB is
based on the guidance on their official website [7]. MongoDB Community server is
downloaded and installed [8]. To initiate the connection with server ‘mongod’ command
is executed. We can see the text saying, ‘waiting for connection at port 27017’ in the
command prompt window as shown in figure 3. This is where Robo 3T is used which is
explained in the next section.
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Figure 3. Starting the MongoDB server

2.5 Robo 3T
A simple and efficient open-source GUI for MongoDB is Robomongo which is
now renamed as Robo 3T. It is downloaded and installed from the official website of
Robomongo [13]. Robo 3T supports MongoDB 3.4. It is used in this project to establish
connection with Mongo server as shown in figures 4 and 5 is a capture of Robo 3T user
interface.
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Figure 4. Connecting with MongoDB server

Figure 5. Screen shot of Robo 3T
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2.6 R - Programming Language
R is an open source data analytical programming language. It is extensively used
by many data scientists as it supports statistical computing and graphic visualization of
data. In this project I used R 3.4.2 which is the latest stable version of R. As described in
Wikipedia:
“R and its libraries implement a wide variety of statistical
and graphical techniques, including linear and nonlinear modeling,
classical statistical tests, time-series analysis, classification, clustering,
and others. R is easily extensible through functions and extensions, and
the R community is noted for its active contributions in terms of
packages.” [10]
These libraries and packages are written in R, C, C++, or Java. The user defined
packages add strength to R. As of now, there are 11622 packages available with CRAN
repository [11]. The Natural Language Processing packages and database connectivity
packages are beneficial for this project. These features made me to choose R over Python
for this project. Some existing R packages are also used in this project. Name and usage
of those packages will be explained in appropriate chapters.

2.7 RGui
Though R facilitates command line interface, few user-friendly interfaces are
available. RGui is one among them. The download and installation of R 3.4.2 comes
along with RGui. RStudio is another popular and effective user interface for R. RGui
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helps to speed up the implementation with R programming. The download and
installation of different packages was also easier with the use of RGui as it had in built
CRAN packages.

2.8 Tableau Desktop
Tableau is a statistical data visualization and analytical tool. Tableau provides a
variety of options to visualize the data for better understanding and analysis. Tableau
Desktop is a version where students, data analysts and statisticians can access the data
and create effective visualizations. The recent version of Tableau enables to integrate
with R server too. The formula editor window support R scripts execution too. This is
also one of the reasons to choose R for this project. Tableau supports the connectivity
with a wide range of data sources, MongoDB being one among them.
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3. HIGH LEVEL COMPONENT DESIGN

The approach used for implementation is inspired by the research of Minqing Hu and
Bing Liu on Mining and Summarizing Customer Reviews [12]. The High-level
component design for implementation of this project is shown in figure 6.

Figure 6. High Level components design

•

Data Pre-processing & Loading:
The available data is in JSON format files. The data pre-processing and
loading into database using R.
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•

NLP- Word Grouping:
The review text undergoes Natural Language Processing to identify the
noun phrases, verb and adjectives.

•

Major Features Identification:
The major features of a product that are mentioned by most of the
reviewers are identified and stored in database.

•

Adjectives identification and categorization:
The adjectives mentioned about the features are identified and categorized
as positive or negative and stored in database.

•

Opinion Mining:
Identifying whether a feedback gives positive or negative opinion on a
feature of the product.

•

Statistical Report generation:
Statistical data on the number of negative reviews for each feature of a
product is saved.

•

Visualization of results:
The generated results are displayed in a user interactive portal.

Each of the above topics are now explained in detail in the forthcoming chapters.
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4. DATA PRE-PROCESSING & LOADING

4.1 Pre-processing
Since we use JSON format files as data source, it is necessary to check whether it
is in strict JSON or lenient JSON format. Sublime Text editor is used in this module. The
data cleaning includes removal of unrecognized characters, escape sequences and other
unnecessary characters which are not supported by MongoDB. This is a simple but timeconsuming task.

4.2 Data Loading
Once the MongoDb installation is done, Robo 3T is used to connect with the
MongoDb server. The integration and database connectivity are shown in figure 7.

Figure 7. Connecting MongoDB with R
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A database named Amazon is created in MongoDB. MongoDB supports data
import from JSON files. The script to load the data into MongoDb is shown below. This
script is to be executed out of the mongo environment, when the folder containing JSON
files is selected in a command prompt.

Mongoimport --db amazon --collection products --drop --file
meta_Musical_Instruments.json --port 27017

In MongoDB the tables are called as collections.The metadata of products is
loaded into products collection and documents from reviews file are loaded into reviews
collection.

Mongolite [13] is a MongoDb client for R. It supports indexing, aggregation,
streaming, map-reduce, encryption and authentication [14]. Mongolite is dependent on
rJava package. So, it is necessary to install rJava package [15] prior to Mongolite
installation. The code below is to connect with MongoDB and get the total number of
reviews for each product. For illustration purpose I chose a product with product ID
‘B0002F7K7Y’. The metadata for this product is shown above in the dataset section.
library(mongolite)
mongo_con <- mongo(collection="reviews",db="amazon")
stats <- mongo_con$aggregate(
'[{"$group":{"_id":"$asin", "count": {"$sum":1}}}]')
names(stats) <- c("asin","review_count")
prod_stats <- mongo(collection="prod_stats",db="amazon")
prod_stats$drop()
prod_stats$insert(stats)
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5. NLP-WORD GROUPING

Grouping the words based on their type is performed in this segment. This is achieved
by implementing Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging. The parts of English sentences are
tagged by their type like noun, verb, adjectives, and so on. The reviews which have rating
less than 5 are retrieved from the database by executing the below code, and result data
set is assigned to a dataframe named review_df.

review_data <- mongo_con$find(
query='{"overall":{"$lt":5}}',
fields='{"_id":true,"reviewText":true,"asin":true}')
review_df <- as.data.frame(review_data)

The text need to be tidied up before undergoing POS tagging. The following R packages
were used.
•

NLP – Package for Natural Language Processing applications within R [16].

•

Tm – Textmining package and dependent on NLP package [17].

•

SnowballC – It’s an implementation of “Porter's word stemming algorithm for
collapsing words to a common root to aid comparison of vocabulary” [18].

The low-level functionalities of NLP module are shown in figure 8.
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Figure 8. Low level components of NLP

The review text is converted to corpus. The font is converted to lower case, then
punctuation marks are removed, common words like the, just and other stop words are
removed, and whitespaces are stripped off.
review_corp = Corpus(VectorSource(review_vector))
review_corp_tidy = tm_map(review_corp,
content_transformer(tolower))
review_corp_tidy = tm_map(review_corp_tidy, removePunctuation)
review_corp_tidy = tm_map(review_corp_tidy, removeWords,
c("the","just",stopwords("english")))
review_corp_tidy = tm_map(review_corp_tidy, stripWhitespace)

Using the tm package produces a set of stopwords which are listed in figure 9.
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Figure 9: Stop words list
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Here is an example of using the NLP process on a text passage
Original review text
CRAP these strings are bad do not buy them if you play any kind
of harder music or do a lot of string bends unless you like
having strings almost take out your eyes then by all means buy em
errrrr i always buy Ernie balls but i got cheap and tryed to save
a few buck and buy 2 3 packs of these hunks of crap for under 18
bucks i should have spent the extra 7 bucks and got the 6 pack of
Ernies I didn't even get a week out of them and they were rusted
and poppin off left and right....................never again"

After tidying and converted corpus to string vector
crap strings bad buy play kind harder music lot string bends
unless like strings almost take eyes means buy em errrrr always
buy ernie balls got cheap tryed save buck buy 2 3 packs hunks
crap 18 bucks spent extra 7 bucks got 6 pack ernies didnt even
get week rusted poppin left rightnever
list(language = "en")
list()

5.1 Part-Of-Speech Tagging
The POS tagging is achieved with the help of RDRPOSTagger package [19]. It is
a R package for Ripple Down Rules-based Part-Of-Speech Tagging (RDRPOS) for more
than 45 languages. This package facilitates 3 types of POS tagging namely
UniversalPOS, POS and MORPH [20]. I chose POS tagging and the result assigned to a
dataframe vector with the code below.
x <- c(review_string)
tagger <- rdr_model(language = "English", annotation = "POS")
pos_df <- rdr_pos(tagger, x = x)
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Figure 10. Result after POS Tagging

The RDRPOSTagger word tags that are shown in figure 10 are based on Penn
POS tagging [21]. The acronyms and full forms for tags are given below in figure 11.
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Figure 11. Part-of-Speech Tags

The same word can be mentioned in singular or plural forms in multiple places.
To make them represent just one singular form of noun, the plural words are converted to
singular forms using gsub() function. Then the result is loaded into the database along
with product ID and review ID. The final resulting dataframe is shown in figure 12.
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Figure 12. Final resulting dataframe after POS Tagging
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6. MAJOR FEATURE IDENTIFICATION & OPINION MINING

6.1 Major Feature Identification

Figure 13. Low level functions of Major Features Identification

The low-level functionalities of Major Features Identification module are shown
in figure 13. The words that have NN, NNS, NNP and NNPS are retrieved as feature
candidates for each product. The Association mining algorithm based on Apriori
algorithm is implemented to choose the potential major features as explained by M. Hu
and B.Liu [22]. The expected Support is set to 30%. The features that have more than
30% of frequent occurrences are accepted as major features. Other features that have less
than 30% support are pruned from the features candidates list.
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For the illustrated product ID ‘B0002F7K7Y’ the total number of reviews that had
rating less than 5 is 131. The major features which pass the algorithm and pruning with
Support more than 39.3 (30% of 131) are shown in figure 14.

Figure 14. Identified Major features for illustrated product

6.2 Opinion Mining
This component is to find the polarity of the review for the major feature
mentioned in each review. To understand if a review is giving positive or negative
opinion on the feature of a product, opinion mining is performed on the POS tagged
dataset. The adjectives are identified from the POS tags. Opinion Lexicon is a collection
of positive and negative opinion words collected by Hu and Liu over years for their
research [23].
The collection consists of 4818 negative words and 2041 positive words. Some of
the words are misspelled, to not miss the misspelled words that are frequently
encountered in social media [24].
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Figure 15. Low level functions of Opinion Mining

The low-level functionalities of Opinion Mining module are shown in figure 15.
The adjacent adjectives, noun and verbs to major features are identified as opinion words.
Adjectives are identified by ‘JJ’ POS tag. The opinion lexicon is compared with the
opinion words and the polarity is identified. Based on the polarity of opinion words, the
polarity of reviews for each major feature mentioned is identified. In a review there can
be both negative and positive opinion words. The most dominant polarity is identified as
the polarity of the review. The algorithm based on Classifications Based on Associations
(CBA) is used to achieve this polarity identification [25].
This is better explained with the illustrated example. The major features for the
product ID ‘B0002F7K7Y’ are string, guitar, sound. The opinion mining on the review
(that was shown in POS Tagging section) is used here to explain.
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“CRAP these strings are bad do not buy them if you play any kind
of harder music or do a lot of string bends unless you like
having strings almost take out your eyes then by all means buy em
errrrr i always buy Ernie balls but i got cheap and tryed to save
a few buck and buy 2 3 packs of these hunks of crap for under 18
bucks i should have spent the extra 7 bucks and got the 6 pack of
Ernies I didn't even get a week out of them and they were rusted
and poppin off left and right....................never again"
The major feature ‘strings’ is mentioned along with adjective ‘bad’, noun ‘crap’,
verb ‘rusted’. There are no positive words for any of the major features in this review. So,
we can conclude that this review is of negative polarity for the feature ‘string’. The
results after opinion mining are passed to Statistical report generation module.
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7. STATISTICAL REPORT GENERATION & VISUALIZATION

The number of negative reviews for each feature per product is derived from
opinion mining module and the percentage of negative reviews is calculated. Thus,
accumulated statistical data is loaded into MongoDB under feature_rating collection.
While generating results, I noticed that if support is between 50% to 60% the accuracy is
better is identifying major features. The generated statistical results are visualized with
the help of Tableau Desktop software. The better option to get the data from MongoDb to
Tableau is to export the data from the database to a JSON file. The JSON file is chosen as
the datasource in Tableau Desktop. The product ID, features and rating are the significant
attributes. The picture below (figure 16) shows the visualization of the results.

Figure 16: Screen shot of Tableau visualization
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Figure 17 shows another perspective of the results. The colors denote different
products, sizes vary on the percentage of negative reviews for corresponding feature.

Figure 17: Screenshot of Tableau visualization

As I chose Musical instruments as the category, we could see features like ‘sound’,
‘tuner’ as common features in most of the products. Also, we could see that many
features have 0 feature ratings which means none of the customer was dissatisfied with
that feature.
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8. EVALUATION & FUTURE WORKS

8.1 Evaluation
Below are the details of evaluation results of this project.
Accuracy of Major Feature Identification:
The accuracy of Major Feature Identification module is nearly 80%. For one of
the product many reviewers spoke about headphones. In some reviews it was mentioned
as ear phones. In other instance, mic and microphone are identified as separate features.

Accuracy of Opinion Mining:
The accuracy to identify the polarity of the review is 75%. When there are verb
phrases which gave negative polarity, the system fails to capture it. When the phrase is
‘string rusted’, it was not captured.

Performance:
The system took 3 minutes 20 seconds to mine through 3523 reviews for a
product which is bit high when big data is processed with this system. The performance
should be improved by indexing database schema, code optimization and reducing the
database server calls.
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8.2 Future Works
The possible future works which can be done further for the betterment of this system
are listed below though it’s not limited to this list.
•

The system can be implemented as a web or mobile application with a user
interactive front end where the user can choose a product and the feature based
rating will be displayed.

•

Along with the rating for each feature samples of the review text for each major
feature can be displayed which can help the user understand the reason for customer
dissatisfaction about the feature.

•

In this project, I have used only Amazon reviews. The reviews for the same product
from different online shopping sites like eBay, Walmart, Target and BestBuy can be
combined to get more insight on the product.

•

I have used historic data. But, live data from Amazon can be extracted as datasource
using Amazon Web Service API.

•

The performance of the database can be improved by text indexing and
normalization of the collections.

•

The OPINE method, proposed by Ana-Maria Popescu and Oren Etzioni [26] can be
implemented to achieve higher accuracy and precision. OPINE claims to give 22%
higher precision than the method implemented in this project.

•

The visualization of results can be achieved by R programming instead of Tableau.
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9. CONCLUSION

This project was a great learning experience with interesting challenges. My
passion for Data Science and Artificial Intelligence drove me to choose this topic and
complete it in a good way. Among the different tasks involved in the system
implementation data collection and pre-processing was the most time consuming one.
Major feature identification and Opinion mining are the technically challenging tasks. I
would say MongoDb would be the perfect choice of database to use for any text mining
applications.
I am partially satisfied with the evaluation results, especially with performance
which should be improved a lot with better cost-effective algorithms. Yet, I am highly
satisfied with the accuracy of results in most of the products. Improving and enhancing
this idea will be a very useful application.
This system to extract feature-based feedback will be useful to consumers of retail
and e-commerce industry. The industrialists, manufacturers and merchandisers can
benefit from this system to improve the quality of their product and services. As
mentioned in previous chapter, if this system is implemented as a user-friendly web
application or mobile application the beneficiaries will be more.
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